
Year 5 – Home Learning  

Day Date  English Task  Maths Task  Other task  

Monday 
 

11/5/20 Reading-20 minutes  
 
Spelling- Complete 
‘Swap, Double or Drop’ 
activity from the 
Oxford Owl Extra 
Practice Zone (use class 
log in 
y5stj/passwordy5, 
select Extra Practice 
Zone and Year 5). 
   
Punctuation-Complete 
the missing 
punctuation sheets, 
identifying what is 
missing from sentences 
and paragraphs. 
 

Warm-up- Purple Mash 2do: 
Co-ordinates 1 
 
Using and Applying-  
Follow the Seesaw link to the 
White Rose Home Learning 
lesson Summer Week 2 (27th 
April) Lesson 3- Adding 
decimals with a different 
number of decimal places. 

Science: Watch the cartoon as a simple recap of what you have previously learnt 
about forces  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zn77hyc/articles/zptckqt. Now 
find some examples of theme park or fairground rides. They could be rides you have 
been on yourself or just rides that you have seen.  
 
Think about the forces involved in these rides as they move. Where can you notice 
pushes, pulls and twists? Can you make a poster to show me? 
 
 Either print out or draw the rides and add annotations to show the forces.  
  

Tuesday 
 
 

12/5/20 Reading-20 minutes 
 
SPAG-Purple Mash 2do: 
Samantha’s Day. Use 
this activity to add 
words and phrases to 
the start of sentences 
to practise making 
sentences in a 
paragraph flow 
together. This is called 
cohesion.  
 
Writing- Write a 
paragraph of your own 
which contains the 

 Warm-up- Purple Mash 2do: 
3D shapes 
 
Using and Applying- Follow 
the Seesaw link to the White 
Rose Home Learning lesson- 
Summer Week 2 (27th April) 
Lesson 4-Subtracting decimals 
with a different number of 
decimal places. 

Science- If you have a bucket, you will be able to try this challenge. If not, you can 
watch the video and see the challenge in action. Put some water in a bucket. Make 
sure you it is not too heavy for you to carry. Now find a spot outside and I want you 
to keep your arm straight and, quickly, move the bucket of water in an arc shape 
through the air above your head, from one side of your body to the other. What 
happens to the water?  
 
Now watch the video for an explanation of the force at work and to see how it 
relates to certain rollercoaster rides   
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.roller/centripetal-
force-roller-coaster-loops/ .  
 
Now draw a picture or add a photo and write or record a brief explanation of what 
happened to the water and why. 
 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zn77hyc/articles/zptckqt
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.roller/centripetal-force-roller-coaster-loops/
https://www.pbslearningmedia.org/resource/phy03.sci.phys.mfw.roller/centripetal-force-roller-coaster-loops/


following ideas: Spring 
time begins in March in 
the UK. Spring brings 
new life for both plants 
and animals. Easter is 
celebrated at this time.  
Make sure the ideas 
above are expanded to 
add detail, using your 
best vocabulary. Make 
sure you use adverbs to 
link sentences, 
conjunctions to join 
ideas and pronouns to 
avoid repetition. Try 
your best to use 
punctuation correctly, 
including for 
parenthesis. 

Wednesday 
 
 

13/5/20 Reading- Treason, Mr 
Carr is going to read 
another chapter. Look 
out for it on SeeSaw. 
 
SPAG TASK- There is an 
activity left for you on 
SeeSaw. Good Luck! 

Warm-up- TT Rockstars (15 
Minutes) 
 
Using and Applying- 
 
Look on SeeSaw to find your 
geometry activity. 
 
 

Geography – Settlements 
A recap on map co-ordinates (Yippee).  
 
Watch the video I have left for you on SeeSaw and then complete the activity. 
Enjoy!  
 
 

Thursday 14/5/20 Reading- Treason, Mr 
Carr is going to read 
another chapter. Look 
out for it on SeeSaw. 
 
Writing –  
 
Look out of your 
window or sit in your 
garden and what can 

Warm-up- Chilli Challenge 
(See SeeSaw) 
 
Using and Applying-  
 
Look on SeeSaw to find your 
geometry activity. 
 

Religion – PENTECOST (Serving). 
 
Look on SeeSaw for a job application that has been left for you.  
 
This application has come from God and he wants you to serve him. You need to 
write a letter back to God telling him of the qualities you have and how you can 
serve him. 



you see? Are there 
birds soaring in the 
sky? What colour is the 
sky? Are there clouds in 
sky? Can you see trees, 
what are they like? 
What can you hear? 
What can you smell?  
 
I would like you to 
write a descriptive 
piece of writing about 
the view from your 
window or what you 
can see in your garden. 
I have uploaded an 
example of one on 
SeeSaw. I want your 
writing to paint what 
you can see in my 
mind. 
 

Friday 
 
 

15/5/20 Reading- Treason, Mr 
Carr is going to read 
another chapter. Look 
out for it on SeeSaw. 
  
SPELLINGS –  
 
Look at the Year 5/6 
Spellings that we sent 
home to you.  
 
Can you pick 5 different 
activities from the 
spelling menu that is 
also in your home 
learning pack. Pick at 

Warm-up- TT Rockstars (15 
minutes) 
 
Using and Applying-  
 
Reasoning questions found on 
SeeSaw. 

 Art – To learn about an artist.  
 
We will be looking at the famous Salford artist, L. S. Lowery.  
 
Look on SeeSaw for your video and activity. 



least 6 spellings you 
know you are 
unfamiliar with and 
ones you find tricky. 

Monday 
 
 

18/5/20  Reading-20 minutes 
 
 
SPAG-Purple Mash 2do: 
Anna and the 
Trampoline (focusing 
on modal verbs).   
 
Writing-Imagine that 
you have been made 
Prime Minister. Think 
about some actions 
that you would take. 
Use modal verbs within 
your writing to 
emphasise the things 
you can do, will do, 
might do, ought to do, 
should do. 

Warm-up- Purple Mash 2do: 
Different Currencies Match (a 
game to help you learn both 
flags and currencies). 
 
Using and Applying- Follow 
the Seesaw link to the White 
Rose Home Learning lesson- 
Summer Week 3 (4th May) 
Lesson 1-Multiply 2 numbers 
(area model). 
 
 

 

Science-Watch the cartoon to learn about gravity 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf66fg8/articles/zqbm3k7. Now ask the 
question ‘What if there was no gravity?’ 
 
Think about what you know about gravity. What would be easier or harder without 
gravity?  
How would life on earth be different without gravity?  
 
Present your answers either in writing, voice recording or video.  
 

Tuesday 
 
 

19/5/20  Reading-20 minutes  
 
 
SPAG-BBC Bitesize How 
to use commas activity. 
Watch the video clip 
and complete the two 
interactive quizzes.  
 
Missing commas 
worksheet. Add the 
missing commas, 
thinking about the 
different ways commas 
are used.  

Warm-up- Purple Mash 2do: 
Area 
 
Using and Applying- Follow 
the Seesaw link to the White 
Rose Home Learning lesson- 
Summer Week 3 (4th May) 
Lesson 2-Multiply 4 digits by 2 
digits 
 
 

Science-Watch the video https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvqd7ty 
Which shows the effect of gravity on a stunt woman as she falls. 
 
Now plan and carry out your own fair test. Use paper to represent the stunt woman.  
One sheet should be flat, one should be folded in half and one should be scrunched 
into a ball. Drop each from a height and time how long it takes each one to reach 
the ground. 
 
You must keep your test fair. Think about how to do this (what will you keep the 
same?). 
 
Keep a record of your results. What did you discover and can you explain your 
results? Can you relate this to a stunt person? What might they do with their body if 
they wanted to fall faster or slower?  
  

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf66fg8/articles/zqbm3k7
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zvqd7ty


Wednesday 
 
 

20/5/20 Reading-20 minutes 
 
Comprehension-Oak 
Learning Persuasive 
Writing: Reading 
Comprehension 
  
 

Warm-up- Purple Mash 2do: 
Perimeter 
 
Using and Applying- Follow 
the Seesaw link to the White 
Rose Home Learning lesson- 
Summer Week 3 (4th May) 
Lesson 3-Divide with 
remainders. 

DT-Thinking about what you have learnt about centripetal force, can you design a 
marble run, containing a loop for a marble to travel round? How would you ensure 
the marble had picked up enough speed to make it round the loop?  
 
If possible, base your design upon household materials or construction toys that you 
could use to make it. If you have the materials, why not have a go at building your 
design? This does not all have to be completed in one go.  

   
Thursday 
 
 

21/5/20 Reading- Treason, Mr 
Carr is going to read 
another chapter. Look 
out for it on SeeSaw. 
 
Writing- I would like to 
write a recap of what 
has happened in 
Treason so far.  
 
On SeeSaw I have 
included some key 
points/events. Make 
sure you tell me about 
the characters feelings! 
The videos are still all 
uploaded on SeeSaw, 
so why not have a flick 
through them to give 
you a reminder. 
 
 
 

Warm-up- Chilli Challenge 
(SeeSaw) 
 
Using and applying- 
Reasoning Practice, 
See SeeSaw for your 
questions. 
 
 

It’s A Beautiful World Challenge.  
 
Look on SeeSaw for this fun and thoughtful task.  
 
Make sure you have a camera or a mobile with a camera on ready to take some 
wonderful photos of our beautiful world. 



Friday 
 
 

22/5/20 Reading- Treason, Mr 
Carr is going to read 
another chapter. Look 
out for it on SeeSaw.  
 
Focused SPAG task- 
Pick 6 of the spellings 
from the Yr5/6 list. Use 
Google or a dictionary 
to find out their 
meanings. 
 

Warm-up- Chilli Challenge 
(SeeSaw) 
 
Using and applying- 
Reasoning Practice, 
See SeeSaw for your 
questions. 
 

PROJECT WORK –  
 
Use the time to do some more work on one of your exciting projects (Family History, 
History of Ramsbottom, Time capsule or your P.S.H.E). 
 
We are looking forward to seeing your interesting projects. 

 


